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In conventional nonlinear optics, linear quantum optics1,2, and
cavity quantum electrodynamics3,4 to create e�ective photon–
photon interactions photons must have, at one time, inter-
acted with matter inside a common medium. In contrast, in
Rydberg quantum optics5–10, optical photons are coherently
and reversibly mapped onto collective atomic Rydberg excita-
tions11, giving rise to dipole-mediated e�ective photon–photon
interactions that are long range12,13. Consequently, a spatial
overlapbetween the lightmodes isno longer required.Wedem-
onstrate such a contactless coupling between photons stored
as collective Rydberg excitations in spatially separate optical
media. The potential induced by each photon modifies the
retrieval mode of its neighbour7,9,14,15, leading to correlations
between them.Wemeasure these correlations as a function of
interaction strength, distance and storage time, demonstrat-
ing an e�ective interaction between photons separated by 15
times their wavelength. Contactless e�ective photon–photon
interactions16 are relevant for scalable multichannel photonic
devices15,17 and the study of strongly correlated many-body
dynamics using light18.

In vacuum, photon–photon interactions are so weak that they
are discernible only at cosmological scales19. This is a remarkable
asset for astronomy, imaging and communications, but a serious
obstacle for all-optical processing. In linear quantum optics, one
can engineer an effective interaction via measurement1 which en-
ables entanglement swapping between remote photons2; however,
this relies on probabilistic post-selective measurements. Inside a
medium, interactions between light fields are possible if the light–
matter coupling is nonlinear. For sufficiently strong nonlinearities,
such as in cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED)3 or Rydberg
quantumoptics5, one enters a quantumnonlinear regime20, allowing
deterministic effective interactions at the single-photon level4,7–10.
This has paved the way towards prototypical single-photon transis-
tors21,22, phase-shifters23, and photon gates24.

A unique feature of Rydberg-mediated quantum nonlinear
optics5 is that the interaction is long range12,13, and can be mediated
through free space by virtual microwave photons. This adds new
geometric degrees of freedom to the nonlinear optics tool box which
could facilitate scalable photonic networks, quantum simulation
with photons, and circumvent ‘no-go’ theorems that limit the scope
for all-optical quantum information processing (QIP)15–17,25. To
directly demonstrate the long-range character of Rydberg-mediated
nonlinear optics, we realize two strongly interacting photonic
channels in independent optical media separated by an adjustable
distance d of more than 10µm. While stored as collective Rydberg
excitations, van derWaals (vdW) interactions imprint non-uniform
phase shifts14,15 that lead to reduced retrieval in the photons’

initial modes (Fig. 1). By counting photons in the unperturbed
modes, the reduction is manifest as a spatial anti-correlation in
the observed photon statistics. The media can be viewed as two
‘black-boxes’ whichmake photons interact at a distance, suppressing
simultaneous retrieval in both channels.

Consider two weak optical pulses focused into independent
atomic media, labelled A and B, and stored as strongly
interacting collective Rydberg excitations or polaritons7,9 using
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT, see Fig. 2a)26.
During storage, a photon in channel A(B) is coherently converted
into the collective atomic excitation

|R〉A(B)=
1

√
NA(B)

∑
j∈A(B)

eikA(B)·rj |Rj〉A(B) (1)

whereNA(B) is the atom number in the channel, kA(B) the wavevector
of the EIT light fields, rj the position of atom j, and |Rj〉A(B) the
collective state where atom j is in Rydberg state |r〉with all others in
ground state |g〉. If the individual phases kA(B) · rj(k) in the collective
excitation remain unchanged during storage, the phase and spatial
mode of the photon are preserved. However, when photons are
stored in both channels for a storage time tst, the two-channel
collective state |R〉AB=|R〉A⊗|R〉B evolves according to

Û (tst)AB=
∑

j∈A,k∈B

e−iVjktst(|Rj〉A⊗|Rk〉B)(〈Rj|A⊗〈Rk|B) (2)

Here, Vjk = n11C ′6/r
6
jk is the vdW potential, n the principal

quantum number of |r〉, C ′6 the reduced vdW coefficient, and
rjk= |rj− rk|. The spatially dependent interaction-induced phase
Vjktst accumulated between atom j in |R〉A and k in |R〉B leads to
photon retrieval in different modes than before storage.

In the experiment (see Fig. 2) we prepare two ensembles of
87Rb atoms in side-by-side optical tweezers separated by a distance
d=10–15µm.We focus separate signal pulses, duration 350 ns and
mean photon number ≈ 2.2, into each ensemble with 1/e2 radii
of approximately 1 µm. The signal photons are resonant with the
|g〉 = |5S1/2, F = 2, mF = 2〉 → |e〉 = |5P3/2, F ′ = 3, m′F = 3〉
transition, as shown in Fig. 2a. Here, F and mF are the total
angular momentum of the atomic state and its projection on the
quantization axis, respectively, in units of }; S and P denote the
orbital electric angular momentum of 0 and 1, and the subscripts
specify the total electronic angularmomentum (orbital plus spin), all
in units of }. A counter-propagating control field resonantly couples
|e〉→|r〉=|nS1/2〉. Signal and control light have opposing circular
polarization. To store signal photons, the control field is turned off,
as indicated by the fading blue line in Fig. 2b.
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Figure 1 | Contactless interactions between photons stored as collective Rydberg excitations in spatially separated channels. Each channel consists
of an optical mode tightly focused inside a microscopic cloud of ultra-cold atoms where signal photons are stored and retrieved. When two photons are
stored in both channels simultaneously, vdW-interactions induce spatially dependent phase shifts which modify the retrieval modes. The reduction
in the coincidence count rate as the two channels are moved closer together is shown on the screen. Strong cross-channel interaction e�ects
appear at a separation d= 12µm, which is both larger than the blockade radius rb for individual Rydberg atoms at |80S1/2〉 and equal to 15 times the
optical wavelength.
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Figure 2 | Experimental realization. a, Transitions in 87Rb used for EIT-based photon storage. Signal photons: |g〉=|5S1/2,F=2,mF=2〉→
|e〉=|5P3/2,F′=3,m′F=3〉, control field: |e〉→|r〉=|nS1/2〉. b, Photon storage procedure. While signal pulses propagate through the media, the common
control field is switched o�. For retrieval, it is restored to its original value. The counting statistics of the retrieved signal photons are analysed using SPADs
in two HBT set-ups. The actual input and retrieved signal pulses are shown. The cross-talk is zero as no retrieved photons above dark count (grey) are
detected in channel B when only storage medium A is present, and vice versa.

Subsequently, we retrieve the signal photons by restoring the
control field to its original intensity after a time tst≈ 170 ns. The
photons retrieved in each channel are detected independently by
pairs of single-photon detectors (SPADs) arranged in Hanbury-
Brown–Twiss (HBT) set-ups. We verify that there is no cross-talk
between channels in the storage-retrieval cycle by observing that no
photon is retrieved in channel A if only the medium of channel B is
present, and vice versa (Fig. 2b).

We analyse the counting statistics of photons for each channel
using the correlation function

g (2)A =
〈NA(NA−1)〉
〈NA〉

2
(3)

where NA is the number of photons retrieved in channel A,
and similarly for g (2)B . For principal quantum number n = 80,
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Figure 3 | E�ect of interaction strength on retrieved photon statistics for
channel separation d = 10µm and tst = 170 ns. a, Cross-channel
correlation function g(2)AB measured for photon retrieval after storage in
Rydberg states with principal quantum number n. As the interaction
strength increases as n11, an interaction between channels g(2)AB < 1 is
observed only for n>65. b, Single-channel correlation functions g(2)A(B) in the
absence of the other channel (A: light, B: dark blue). The grey dashed lines
are the expected results based on simulations (see text). Error bars
correspond to statistical standard errors.

interaction-induced dephasing7,9,14 and Rydberg blockade27 limit
the number of photons stored to close to one per channel, as
indicated by strong anti-bunching in the single-channel correlation
functions, g (2)A = 0.17± 0.03 and g (2)B = 0.20± 0.04. Consequently,
the interactions between channels presented below occur at the level
of individual photons.

To observe a cross-channel interaction, we store photons
simultaneously in adjacent channels and analyse the cross-channel
correlation function

g (2)AB =
〈NANB〉

〈NA〉〈NB〉
(4)

For uncorrelated retrieval one expects g (2)AB = 1, whereas g (2)AB 6= 1
would indicate an interaction between channels. For d=10µm and
n=80, we find g (2)AB =0.40±0.03 indicating an effective long-range
interaction between non-overlapping, spatially separate photons.

To verify that the observed interactions arise from the vdW
potential Vjk, we vary the interaction strength by changing the
principal quantum number n. The data for fixed distance d=10µm
and n between 50 and 80 (Fig. 3a) show that the interaction between
channels increases with n, as expected. Interactions within each
channel (Fig. 3b) also limit the number of photons stored and
retrieved. For n<65, we observe no correlations between channels,
but intra-channel interactions are still present.

To demonstrate the scaling of the Rydberg-mediated interac-
tion with distance, we measure g (2)AB as a function of the chan-
nel separation d , for a Rydberg state with n= 80 (Fig. 4a). As
d is decreased, one alters the distribution of pair spacings, rjk
(rjk & d for j, k in adjacent channels) to smaller values, leading to
stronger interactions. Consequently we observe a change from no
correlation, g (2)AB = 1, at d = 15 µm to strong interaction-induced
anti-correlations at d=10 µm. As expected, the single-channel cor-
relation functions are independent of d (Fig. 4b). A key implica-
tion is the ability to separately tune the on-site and between-site
interactions. This is equivalent to a decoupling of self- and cross-
Kerr nonlinearities16 which is not possible in conventional nonlinear
media and has the potential to become a major resource for nonlin-
ear optics, for example, in optical QIP15,17,25.
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Figure 4 | E�ect of channel separation d on retrieved photon statistics for
principal quantum number n= 80 and tst = 170 ns. a, Cross-channel
correlation function g(2)AB measured for photon retrieval after storage at
di�erent channel separations d. b, Single-channel correlation functions
g(2)A(B) in the absence of the other channel (A: light, B: dark blue). The change
in g(2)AB while the single-channel values g(2)A(B) remain approximately constant
as expected, shows that inter-channel interactions can be independently
tuned by adjusting d. The grey dashed lines show simulation results. Error
bars correspond to statistical standard errors.
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Figure 5 | E�ect of the storage time tst on retrieved photon statistics.
Cross-channel correlation function g(2)AB measured for photon retrieval after
storage for a time tst for principal quantum number n=70 and 80 and
channel separation d= 11.5µm and 11.0µm, respectively. The dashed lines
show simulation results. Error bars correspond to statistical standard
errors. The maximum storage time is limited by the finite temperature of
the atomic ensemble which leads to motional dephasing. Note that the
evaporative cooling stage (Methods) employed in all other experiments is
omitted, resulting in slightly larger atomic media and the observation of
cross-talk in signal absorption at d= 11.5µm. No cross-talk is observed in
photon storage.

To compare our results to theory, we extend previous theoretical
work14 on interaction-induced dephasing within a single channel
to model the effect of phase shifts in our dual-channel geometry
(dashed lines in Figs 3–5, see Methods for more details). Spatial
averaging of the phase shifts over all atoms contributing to the
collective states means that interaction falls off more slowly than
for the individual pair-wise terms, Vjk. We also verified that anti-
correlations increase with the storage time tst (Fig. 5) as expected,
because the interaction-induced phase scales as Vjktst. This and the
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good agreement between theory and experiment when we vary
the interaction strength (Fig. 3) or distance (Fig. 4) indicates that
interaction-induced phase shifts make an important contribution
to the overall interaction. Although the channels are separated by
more than the radius, rb(80S1/2)≈9µm<d , for inter-channel dipole
blockade between collective excitations11,27, blockade effects beyond
d associated with the storage protocol18 may also contribute to
the interaction.

Rydberg-mediated long-range interactions between spatially
separated optical photons are a novel and powerful addition to
optics. If tailored to imprint uniform phase shifts, the micron-scale
interaction length provides a convenient starting point for scalable
all-optical QIP15,17 based on tweezer arrays28 or coupled to optical
circuits in integrated photonic waveguides29. Quantum simulators
based on dipolar interactions, for example, of spin models30 or non-
radiative energy transfer31, may now be realized with photons stored
as collective Rydberg excitations, providing the added benefit of
fast coherent read-out and the ability to measure both amplitude
and phase.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any
associated accession codes and references, are available in the
online version of this paper.
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Methods
Experimental set-up and preparation of atomic media. Each photonic channel
consists of a tightly focused signal beam and a microscopic optical tweezer
confining cold atoms. This requires near diffraction limited optical resolution.

We achieve this using a pair of aspheric lenses (numerical aperture≈0.5, focal
length≈10mm) placed inside the ultrahigh vacuum chamber in which
experiments take place. As Rydberg atoms are highly sensitive to electric fields,
conductive transparent indium tin oxide (ITO) coatings have been applied to the
dielectric lens surfaces facing the atoms to avoid charge build-up in their vicinity.
A detailed description of the experimental set-up can be found elsewhere32.

The experimental procedure is as follows. Initially we trap atoms in a
magneto-optical trap (MOT) which is loaded from a cold bright atomic beam
created by a two-dimensional MOT in 100ms. Subsequently, we increase their
density and decrease their temperature by first compressing the MOT via an
increase in the magnetic field gradient and then subjecting them to a grey optical
molasses phase. The red-detuned dipole trap beams at a wavelength of 910nm are
focused to 1/e2 radii of approximately 4.5µm, creating traps with depths of
approximately 400µK, and are turned on right from the start of the MOT loading.
Once the MOT is switched off, we apply free evaporative cooling for 400ms, which
reduces the volume of the trapped atoms to avoid any overlap between signal beam
A and medium B, or vice versa. The resulting two cigar-shaped clouds with
estimated radii (standard deviations of Gaussian atom distribution) approximately
20µm (axial) and 1.5µm (radial), contain on the order of 103 atoms each. These
estimates are based on upper bounds obtained from imaging and the calculated
trapping potentials. They are consistent with our observation that the absorption is
reduced if the signal beam waist exceeds 2µm, and with the values obtained from
fitting the dephasing model as described below.

The signal beams are overlapped with the respective trapping beams for each
channel to simplify adjusting the distance d between channels by enabling
simultaneous alignment of both beams. The channel separation is measured and
adjusted by imaging the signal foci at an approximately 39-fold magnification.
Besides verifying the absence of cross-talk in photon storage as shown in Fig. 2, we
also verify that there is no significant cross-talk in the absorption of the signal light,
providing stronger evidence of no overlap between channels. Whereas we observe
2–3% cross-absorption for d=10µm, it vanishes for dAB≥11µm (see figure in
Supplementary Information), well below the threshold where the photon retrieval
becomes uncorrelated between channels as g (2)AB approaches 1 (see Fig. 4a).

Photon storage. Following the preparation of the atom clouds, we optically pump
the atoms to the state |g〉=|5S1/2,F=2,mF=2〉. Subsequently, the trapping light
is turned off for 1.5µs every 4.55µs, during which we carry out one storage and
retrieval sequence as shown in Fig. 2b. Since heating of the ensemble and atom loss
are low due to the weak signal pulse, we can repeat this sequence 25,000 times
before reloading the traps. This corresponds to an effective cycle rate of 33.5kHz,
mostly determined by the time needed to prepare the atomic ensembles—that is,
loading of the MOT and evaporation. In total, we repeat the storage and retrieval
sequence 25 million times for each datapoint presented—except for the data in
Fig. 5, where up to 156 million repetitions are carried out due to lower retrieval at
longer storage times. The initial Rabi frequency of the control field is
�C/2π≈9MHz for the data in Fig. 3 and�C/2π≈7MHz for figures 4 (except for
d=10µmwhere�C/2π≈9MHz) and 5. The storage times tst excludes the fall and
rise time of the control field.

The overall efficiencies for the photon storage/retrieval protocol in these
experiments are typically between 1 and 3%, limited by strong interactions within
the same channel and the small cloud size and thus limited optical depth of the
atomic media33. Working at weaker signal pulses with mean photon number well
below 1 and using slightly larger atom clouds, we have previously achieved
efficiencies on the order of approximately 10%, while the current published record
for storage in Rydberg states stands at approximately 20% (ref. 23). Increasing the
optical depth by increasing the atomic density proves difficult, as additional
dephasing occurs due to interactions between ground state atoms and Rydberg
electrons if the inter-atomic spacing becomes equivalent to the size of the electron
orbit34, although this might not be problematic when engineering dissipative
interactions33. Recently, ordered atomic monolayers have been suggested as a
promising alternative to achieve high optical depth at well-controlled
inter-atomic spacings35.

Single-photon detection and correlation analysis. The signal light retrieved in the
unperturbed modes is coupled into polarization-maintaining single-mode fibres to
filter out stray light and spontaneous emission from the decay of dephased
polaritons. The 50:50 beam splitters for HBT interferometry are located behind the
fibres. We record all detection events independently for each detector using a
home-built FPGA system with a timing resolution of 5ns. The detection
efficiencies of signal photons emitted from the atomic ensembles are typically 20%
for channel A and 21% for channel B, including all loss on subsequent optical
elements—that is, transmission loss on the ITO coating on the in-vacuum lens,

laser line filters, and finite coupling efficiencies into the single-mode fibres, as well
as the quantum efficiencies of the SPADs.

To evaluate the correlation functions given in the main text, we analyse the
photon statistics in software post-processing based on the recorded timestamps of
detection events. Due to the finite dead-time of the SPADs, we limit our analysis of
photon numbers to as many detection events as detectors (that is, two per channel)
within the retrieval window. We account for imbalances in the 50:50 HBT splitting
ratio resulting from imperfect beam splitters and imbalanced detection efficiencies.

Formal description of the interaction-induced phase shift mechanism and
simulations of retrieved photon statistics. In the following, we describe the
mechanism that gives rise to the phase shift in detail and simulate the effect on the
retrieved photon statistics. We build upon work by Bariani et al.14, who describe
interaction-induced dephasing between collective Rydberg excitations within a
single atomic ensemble. We expand their work to include multiple, arbitrarily
shaped signal modes and atomic media to simulate the two-channel geometry of
our experiment. We consider the following two scenarios: a single channel
containing no more than two excitations in the same medium; and a pair of
spatially separated channels containing no more than a single excitation per
channel. The truncation to two excitations is justified since, in comparison, triple
excitations are highly unlikely due to the low number of photons which are
retrieved per storage cycle (on the order of a few 0.01). Despite its simplicity, this
approach allows for full exploration of the mechanism and successfully reproduces
experimental data.

Initially, we consider storage in the same channel (here labelled A). Starting
from the atomic ensemble’s collective ground state |G〉A, storage of ν photons
results in the collectively excited state |R(ν)〉A= (Ŝ†

A)
ν
|G〉A/
√
ν! where

Ŝ†
A=

1√∑
j εA(rj)2

∑
j

εA(rj)eiϕA(rj)|r〉j,A〈g |j,A (5)

describes the creation of an (additional) collective excitation. Here, |g〉j,A and |r〉j,A
correspond to the ground and Rydberg states of atom j, εA(rj) and ϕA(rj) are,
respectively, the electric field amplitude of the signal mode and the combined phase
of both EIT fields at the position rj of atom j. We preserve approximately correct
normalization in the limit ν�NA. We consider the atomic ensemble of a single
channel to be in a superposition |R〉A=

∑
ν≤2 cν |R(ν)〉A following storage, where the

coefficients cν describe the distribution between excitation numbers, neglecting
more than two excitations as explained above.

In the presence of van der Waals interactions described by Vjk=n11C ′6/r
6
jk, the

individual Rydberg excitation pairs contributing to |R(2)〉A evolve during tst
according to

Û(A)(tst)=
∑
j,k>j

e−iVjk tst |Rj,k〉A〈Rj,k|A (6)

where |Rj,k〉A corresponds to the collective state where atoms j and k are excited.
Since the phase shifts Vjktst acquired between pairs vary with position, the collective
state dephases as a consequence of the interactions, thus reducing the probability to
retrieve both photons in the original signal mode from ÛA(tst)|R(2)〉A. The overlap

DA =
〈G|AŜ2AÛA(tst)(Ŝ†

A)
2
|G〉A

〈G|AŜ2A(Ŝ
†
A)

2|G〉A

=

∑
j,k>j(εA(rj)εA(rk))2e−iVjk tst∑

j,k>j(εA(rj)εA(rk))2
(7)

between |G〉A and the collective state of the ensemble after retrieval of two photons
in the signal mode from the time-evolved doubly excited state quantifies the
dephasing, and allows us to compare the experimentally measured correlation
function g (2)A to theory via

g (2)A =
2|DA|

2
|c2|2

(|c1|2+2|DA|
2|c2|2)2

(8)

Building on the single-channel case, we quantify interactions between photons
stored as collective Rydberg excitations in two adjacent, non-overlapping channels.
For two channels A and B, the initial state with exactly ν (µ) Rydberg excitations in
channels A(B) after photon storage can be written as the product
|R(ν,µ)〉AB=|R(ν)〉A⊗|R(µ)〉B of the individual single-channel states. Hence, the
collective state of both channels immediately after storage is
|R〉AB=

∑
ν,µ∈{0,1} cν,µ|R(ν,µ)AB 〉, where cν,µ again arise from the photon number

distributions of the original signal pulses. Evolving over tst, the individual excitation
pairs in |R(1,1)〉AB again acquire non-uniform interaction-induced phases as

Û (tst)AB=
∑

j∈A,k∈B

e−iVjk tst (|Rj〉A⊗|Rk〉B)(〈Rj|A⊗〈Rk|B) (9)
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To estimate the effect of the imprinted phase shifts on the retrieved photon
statistics, we now consider the overlap

DAB=
〈G|ABŜAŜBÛAB(tst)Ŝ†

AŜ
†
B|G〉AB

〈G|ABŜAŜBŜ
†
AŜ

†
B|G〉AB

(10)

where |G〉AB=|G〉A⊗|G〉B and obtain

g (2)AB =
|DAB|

2
|c1,1|2

(|c1,0|2+|DAB|
2|c1,1|2)(|c0,1|2+|DAB|

2|c1,1|2)
(11)

To compare experimental results to theory, we calculate both cross- and
single-channel correlation functions as above based on the experimental
parameters described at the beginning of the Methods, assumingNA(B)=1,000
atoms per trap. The numbers of photons stored in each channel follow a Poissonian
distribution with mean ν,µ=0.01, with no initial correlation between channels
and neglecting blockade27 effects: |cν |2=e−ννν/ν! and |cν,µ|2=|cν |2|cµ|2. By
varying bothNA(B) and ν(µ), we verify that their values do not impact the results
provided that the condition ν(µ)�1�NA(B) is met. The storage time is
tst=170ns (except for simulations in Fig. 5) and the interaction strength of Vjk is

set based on the Rydberg state considered. The simulation results are averaged over
ten different instances for the atom distributions per datapoint. Although the
model does not include any free parameter itself, tst and the atom cloud sizes are
not precisely experimentally verifiable (see above), and we use them as
adjustable parameters.

Data availability. The data presented in this letter are available at
http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.15128/r1wh246s12j.
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